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Albatros Soluzioni Linguistiche

Albatros is a small-scale, dynamic company focused on providing translation and localization services from English into Italian to 
businesses, software developers and localization companies. The company has its offices in Forlì, Italy.

A group of qualified Italian translators
Albatros was founded, is owned and is managed by a group of Italian translators. The members of our team of Italian native 
speakers hold a degree in translation studies and have acquired more than ten years of experience working for translation 
companies, either in-house or as freelancers.

Strong commitment to quality and deadlines
We are committed to delivering quality in every aspect of our job. Qualified Italian localization experts, screened resources, on-site
production capabilities and state-of-the-art technology are Albatros’ key tools to ensure that targets are always met in terms of 
quality, deadlines and customer satisfaction.

Quality assessment process
All projects are translated and edited by separate linguists to ensure consistency, accuracy and overall quality. Internal glossary 
creation, even when not specifically required, is a further way of ensuring consistency overtime and a firm control over the 
material to be translated. Our outside Italian translation resources are carefully trained to meet our methods as well as our 
standards.

Our main assets
Six in-house Italian translators, two project managers, state-of-the-art tools and equipment, insightful knowledge of file formats 
and CAT tools, backup of all files in progress, ADSL, timeliness, total reliability, high availability.

Proven experience with high-profile end clients
End clients for projects in which we participated include, among other companies: Adobe, Microsoft, Cisco, eBay, Kodak, 
Hewlett-Packard, Trend Micro, IBM, etc. A detailed list of completed projects is available on request.

10+ years of experience
Founded in 1997, the company has been providing its services to some of the largest international localization companies. Over the
years, we have acquired extensive experience in handling the English-to-Italian segment of broader localization projects as 
outsourcing subcontractors for major localization firms in Europe and in the US. Our tight-knit team of in-house Italian translators
has been honing its technical and topical expertise in a variety of projects ranging from the technical challenge to the cultural 
adaptation.

Broad range of file formats supported
We can handle a variety of software types and formats: Windows resource files, Help files, HTML, XML, Office (Word, PowerPoint,
Excel), DTP formats (FrameMaker, PageMaker, InDesign, Quark XPress, etc.).

CAT tools
Having acquired extensive experience working as a team and using shared translation memories, we
can offer a definite advantage when working on larger projects that can prove difficult to manage when split among different 
translators working at different locations. Our hands-on knowledge of the tools and of their strong and weak points allows us to 
work efficiently and effectively on any kind of project. The Trados-compatible nature of every tool we use ensures that we meet 
the clients’ request for file formats.

Albatros is a member of the American Translators Association.

For further information regarding our past projects and for a list of references, please send a message to 
info@albatrossolutions.com
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DETECTION SYSTEMS

GE Inspection Technologies: Provider of technology-driven solutions that 
deliver productivity, quality and safety; designer, manufacturer and service 
provider of Ultrasonic, Remote Visual, Radiographic and Eddy Current equipment
and systems.
Operating manuals
(50,051 words)

ENGINEERING - MACHINERY

Bobcat: The Bobcat Company specializes in compact construction and utility 
equipment. Its products include mini track loaders, skid steer loaders, loader 
backhoes, excavators, and a range of attachments for all of them.
Excavator specifications, operating manuals, declarations of conformity, decals,
marketing materials, corporate branding guides, MSDS
(455,710 words)

HARDWARE - COMPUTER PROCESSORS

AMD-ATI: Manufacturer of integrated circuits, supplier of x86 based processors,
discrete graphics products and non-volatile flash memory
Marketing materials, leaflets, brochures, websites, video games
(185,893 words)

HARDWARE - POWER MANAGEMENT

APC: Solutions for computer, communications and electronic applications. 
Uninterruptible power supply (UPS) products; electrical surge protection devices
(surge suppressors); power conditioning products; direct current (DC)-power 
systems; management tools; racks and enclosures; cooling solutions
User manuals, software strings, sheets, e-mail templates
(53,712 words)

HARDWARE - STORAGE

Hitachi Data Systems: Storage solutions
Brochures, collaterals, data sheets, website
(92,521 words)
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HEALTHCARE - MEDICAL EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

PerkinElmer, Inc.: Global technology leader driving growth and innovation in 
health sciences and photonics markets to improve the quality of life
Workstation manuals and software strings
(53,712 words)

MARKETING

FMP Media: Digital media and event production company
Collaterals, marketing material, SAP content
(55,121 words)

SECURITY SYSTEMS

Sensormatic: Manufacturer and provider of Acousto-Magnetic (AM) style 
Electronic Article Surveillance systems
documentation, user manuals
(127,444 words)

SOFTWARE - ANTIVIRUS & SECURITY

Trend Micro, Inc.: Engaged in the development, production and sale of 
anti-virus software, and provision of management solutions for corporate 
computer systems. The Company also develops, markets and supports Internet 
content security software and services.
Software localization, manuals, help systems, websites, newsletters, marketing 
material, collaterals, surveys, agreements, e-mails
(1,129,174 words)

SOFTWARE - BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Cognos, Inc.: Company which makes business intelligence (BI) and 
performance management software
Resources, UI, documentation
(259,053 words)
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SOFTWARE - CONTENT CREATION

Adobe: A diversified software company that offers a line of creative, business 
and mobile, software and services for creating, managing, delivering and 
engaging with content and experiences across multiple operating systems, 
devices and media.
DreamWeaver MX website creation tool, Adobe Flash documentation, Adobe 
Contribute documentation, software localization
(95,409 words)

TRANSPORTATION - COURIER

UPS: Provides package delivery and supply chain solutions. The primary 
business of the Company includes time-definite delivery of packages and 
documents. Other services of UPS include supply chain solutions, such as freight
forwarding, customs brokerage, fulfillment, returns, financial transactions, 
repairs and less-than-truckload (LTL) transportation services.
Website resources, resources
(242,892 words)

TRAVEL - HOSPITALITY

Starwood Hotels and Resorts Worldwide: Hotel and leisure company
Website localization
(657,166 words)
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